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chapter 3

Placement and inflection
of Dutch verbs

3.1 Introduction

The review of the relevant literature in Chapter 2 indicated that the acquisition
of morphosyntactic structures can be problematic in SLI and L2 learners com-
pared to unimpaired L1 learners. In Dutch, there are rules of verb placement
(syntax) and the verbs are marked for inflection (morphology). Accordingly,
both domains are expected to pose problems for SLI and L2 acquisition and
these variables will be examined here.

This chapter discusses the typological properties and development of verb
placement and verb inflection in §3.2 and §3.3, respectively. The two accounts of
SLI discussed in §2.4.3 have different implications for the relationship between
L2 and SLI. In §3.4, the expectations with respect to both variables in cross-
group comparisons are presented.

3.2 System

The generative framework (Chomsky 1981, 1993) is used to present the gram-
matical properties of Dutch verb placement in the domain of syntax, and Dutch
verb inflection in the domain of inflectional morphology. This description is
important in order to understand the methodological choices that have been
made for the data elicitation in Chapter 5. It will be shown that there is a clear
position-form contingency for verb forms. More specifically, §3.2.1 shows how
word order affects the morphology (and finiteness) of the verb. The inflectional
paradigm of Dutch verbs is then discussed in §3.2.2. In §3.2.3, Dutch and Turk-
ish are compared being the two languages spoken by the L2 participants in this
study.
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40 3. Placement and inflection of Dutch verbs

3.2.1 Dutch verb placement

The position of Dutch verbs depends on whether the clause is a main clause or
a subordinate (embedded) clause. In main clauses, the finite verb is placed in
second position (1a) or fronted position (1b), whereas the non-finite lexical verb
is in sentence-final position in a complex verb phrase consisting of an auxiliary
verb and a lexical verb (1c).1

(1) a. Ulla
Ulla

gelooft
believes.fin

in
in

buitenaardse wezens
aliens

‘Ulla believes in aliens.’
b. Gelooft

Believes.fin
Ulli
Ulli

in
in

buitenaardse wezens?
aliens

‘Does Ulli believe in aliens?’
c. Ulli

Ulli
gaat
goes.fin

in
in

buitenaardse wezens
aliens

geloven
believe.inf

‘Ulli is going to believe in aliens.’

In Dutch embedded clauses, the finite verb appears in final position as in (2).
This position is always to the right of the verb’s object.

(2) (Ulla
(Ulla

wil)
wants)

dat
that

Ulli
Ulli

in
in

buitenaardse wezens
aliens

gelooft
believes.fin

‘Ulla wants Ulli to believe in aliens.’

On the basis of the asymmetry in the placement of the finite verb compared to
the non-finite verb, it has been argued that Dutch is an Object-Verb language
(OV) with V2 in main clauses (Koster 1975; Den Besten 1983).2 This means,
in principle, that the subordinate clause order (see 2) reflects the base order
in Dutch. In Dutch main clauses (1), the so-called V2-position is a derived
position, where the finite verb moves up from final position within the verb
phrase to the head of the Complementizer Phrase (CP).3 Irrespective of the
exact nature of the movement operations in V2 structures, the sentence-initial
constituent is also assumed to undergo a movement operation to the Spec(ifier)
position of the CP. That can either be the subject as in (1a) or any other
topicalized constituent such as the adverb ‘suddenly’ in (3), causing subject-
verb inversion. Subject-verb inversion also occurs if the Spec position of CP
stays empty since no constituent (i.e., subject or otherwise) has been moved.

1‘Finiteness’ refers to morphological marking of tense and agreement. As for the non-
finite forms, Dutch distinguishes between three forms: the infinitive, the perfective/passive
participle, and the present participle (Booij 2002). For the purpose of this work, only the
infinitival forms will be discussed in more detail since they are expected to be frequently
represented in some of the elicited data.

2There is no overall agreement concerning the base order of Dutch. Zwart (1993), for
instance, following Kayne (1994), argues that all languages are VO. That would imply for
Dutch that object shift must apply in embedded clauses to grant the verb is in final position.

3More recently, it has been proposed that the verb can also move to a subordinate head
(AgrS of Infl) under particular conditions (Zwart 1993). These refinements are irrelevant for
this study.
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This is the case in yes-no questions as in (1b).

(3) Plotseling
Suddenly

gelooft
believes.fin

Ulli
Ulli

in
in

buitenaardse wezens
aliens

‘Suddenly, Ulli is going to believe in aliens.’

To sum up, the order differences between embedded and main clauses are the
consequence of V-raising to a V2 or fronted position. In subordinate clauses,
there is no movement of the finite verb since the complementizer position is
filled with a complementizer, for instance, dat as in (2).

Two constructions need to be discussed in more detail here, namely the use
of RI structures (henceforth RIs; these are marked as inf in (4) and (5)) and the
use of auxiliary constructions as in (1c). These structures may lead to specific
expectations with regard to the sequence of development of finiteness and V2.
These will be discussed further in §3.3.

RIs are main clauses without a finite verb. They usually have a modal (e.g.,
Lasser 1997; Wijnen 1997; Mastop 2005) or aspectual meaning (e.g., Lasser
1997), which has to be derived from the contextual information. The verb has
an infinitival form, which takes the sentence-final position in languages such as
Dutch and German. In colloquial adult Dutch (4), RIs are acceptable in specific
contexts such as exclamations, interrogatives or feelings/ assertions (e.g., Blom
et al. 1998; Blom 2002; Mastop 2005) (the examples in (4b) and (4c) are taken
from Blom 2002: 1).

(4) a. Ik
I

in
in

buitenaardse wezens
aliens

geloven?
believe.inf,

Echt
really

niet!
not

‘Me believe in aliens? No way!’
b. Ook

Also
wat
something

drinken?
drink.inf

‘Do you want something to drink too?’
c. Ik

I
de
the

hele
whole

tijd
time

wakker
awake

liggen
lie.inf

en
and

jij
you

gewoon
just

slapen
sleep.inf

‘I lay awake the whole time and you just slept.’

In child speech, on the other hand, RIs mark an early developmental stage
(§3.3.1), where their usage has a mainly modal function: the intention is to
express wishes, desires and needs. RIs in child speech can therefore best be
described in terms of as ‘I want +inf’ or ‘You must +inf’ as has been claimed
for Dutch (e.g., Wijnen 1997; Blom 2003) and German (e.g., Behrens 1993;
Lasser 1997). Examples of Dutch RIs are given in (5).4

(5) a. vrachtwagen
truck

emmer
bucket

doen
doen.inf

‘Put the truck in the bucket.’ (Matthijs 2;04)

4The examples in (5) are part of the Groningen Corpus, which is available through
CHILDES (MacWhinney 2000).
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b. ik
I

ook
also

opschrijven
down.write.inf

‘I also want to write something down.’ (Abel 2;01)
c. jij

you
de
the

walvis
whale

maken
make.inf

‘(I want) you to draw the whale.’ (Daan 2;04)

As will be shown in §3.3.1, another construction frequently used in child speech
is a complex verb phrase containing an auxiliary and a lexical verb as in (1c).
More specifically, if an auxiliary is used in main clauses, it takes the V2 position,
whereas the lexical verb remains in the sentence-final position.

In standard Dutch, auxiliary verbs are functional items that mark the gram-
matical properties tense, aspect and modality associated with the lexical verb
in Dutch. There are several different auxiliary verbs in Standard Dutch (see
Barbiers and Sybesma 2004 for an overview). Of importance for this thesis is
the discussion of the auxiliary constructions with gaan en doen (see 6 and 7).
These constructions are used differently in adult speech and child speech. In
child speech, auxiliaries as in (6) are semantically empty and are therefore re-
ferred to as dummy auxiliaries: they do not add to the meaning of a sentence
and refer to an event that takes place at the moment of speaking. They are
assumed to form a stage in the development of the V2 rule (§3.3.1).

(6) a. koe
Cow

gaat
goes

rijden
ride

‘Cow is driving.’ (Matthijs 2;04)
b. ik

I
doe
do

ook
also

verven
paint

‘I am also painting.’ (Niek 3;10)

In Standard adult Dutch, on the other hand, the auxiliary gaan may express
inchoative aspect ‘is about to’ (7a) and/or it has a future modal reading ‘is
going to’ (7b) (ANS; Haeseryn, Romijn, Geerts, De Rooij, and Van Den Toorn
1997).5 The use of doen, on the other hand, is described by ANS as an auxiliary
belonging to ‘regional or ‘informal’ variants of Standard Dutch, and is restricted
to questions (7c) and habitual sentences (7d). In some dialects, doen may thus
be used as a dummy auxiliary. Unlike child speech, however, these forms do not
usually refer to an event that takes place at the moment of speaking. For doen,
Zuckerman (2001) argues that children are not able to distinguish standard
Dutch from dialect. To children exposed to one of these dialects, constructions
with doen as dummy auxiliary would thus be grammatical. The use of gaan as
a dummy auxiliary, on the other hand, stems from the inability of children to
recognize the obligatory inchoative/future reading of the auxiliary gaan (7b and
7a). Children seem to interpret gaan as an auxiliary denoting ongoing aspect.
I will return to this issue in §3.3.

5See for an electronic version: http://www.let.ru.nl/ans/e-ans/
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(7) a. Het
It

gaat
goes

sneeuwen
snow

‘It is about to snow.’
b. Het

It
gaat
goes

morgen
tomorrow

sneeuwen
snow

‘It is going to snow tomorrow.’
c. Wat

What
doe
do

je
you

zeggen?
say

‘What are you saying?’
d. Ze

They
doen
do

altijd
always

kaarten
cards

‘They always play cards.’

3.2.2 Dutch verb inflection

Finite verbs in Dutch are overtly marked for tense, number and person, whereas
this is not the case in infinitival verb forms. A bound morpheme can be added
as an affix to the stem (8) of a Dutch verb resulting in a present tense form.
Dutch infinitival forms have an overt morphological marking expressed by the
suffix –en as in (9).

(8) drink-
verb stem
‘drink’

(9) drink-en
infinitive-citation form
‘to drink’

The Dutch paradigm overtly distinguishes two tense forms: present tense and
past tense. Since the verb forms to be used in the elicitation material in this
study (§6.3.2) are all regular lexical verbs and the target tense is present, further
specification of irregular verb forms and the past tense is unnecessary here.6

Finite forms have to agree in person and number with the subject of the
clause. This agreement is realized through overt inflection on the verb involving
three contrastive forms: –∅, –t and –en. The present tense paradigm of Dutch
is presented in Table 3.1.7

As can be seen in the table, Dutch regular verb forms are distinctive in the
singular and plural, but only the singular forms distinguish person: 1sg on the
one hand (–∅), and 2sg/3sg on the other hand (–t). In inverted subject-verb

6‘Tense’ is the grammatical expression of a relation between speech time and event time
with present tense (e.g., speech time) as the unmarked tense. Tense is a case of inherent
inflection, which means that the correct tense form is not determined by the syntactic structure
in which it appears (Booij 2002: 55).

7Finite auxiliary forms as in (1c) are high frequency verbs. As such, they are likely to be
stored in memory as unanalyzed vocabulary items. Since this study addresses the acquisition
of regular verb inflection, it is not necessary to further discuss the inflectional properties of
auxiliary verbs.
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Person Suffix drinken (stem.inf) ‘to drink’

1sg stem-∅ Ik drink ‘I drink’

2sg stem-t Jij drinkt ‘You drink’

3sg stem-t Hij/zij drinkt ‘He/she drinks’

1-3pl stem-en Wij/jullie/zij drinken ‘We/ you/ they drink’

Table 3.1: Paradigm of Dutch finite verb inflection in regular verbs exemplified with
the verb drinken ‘to drink’

order, however, the 2sg form does not have the –t, but (–∅) as shown in (10).

(10) Vandaag
Today

drink-∅
drink-2sg.inv

jij
you

water
water

‘Today you drink water.’

The Dutch verb paradigm has a number of syncretisms. This may result in
more difficulty acquiring verb inflection as discussed in §2.2.2. Zero marking on
the verb (–∅) is not only the stem form, but also the 1sg, and 2sg in clauses
with inversion (see 10). The –t suffix marks both the 2sg (in non-inverted
order) and 3sg. Note further that affixation in singular contexts is auditorily
indistinguishable if a verb stem ends in –t or –d as in, for instance, worden ‘to
become’ (Booij 2002): word.1sg and wordt.3sg are both pronounced as /wcrt/.
The plural forms are all marked by –en and are therefore not specified for
person. In addition to plural marking, the –en suffix also marks the infinitival
form as was already illustrated in (9).

3.2.3 Contrasting Dutch and Turkish

Although Dutch and Turkish are from entirely different language families, there
are similar in verb position. As mentioned above, following Koster (1975) and
Den Besten (1983), Dutch is an OV language with V2 surface order. SOV is
also the unmarked order in Turkish, but unlike Dutch, the verb occurs in final
sentence position also in main clauses as in (11).

(11) (Biz)
(We)

Ankara-ya
Ankara-dative

gid-iyor-uz
go-pres.prog-1pl

‘We are going to Ankara.’

However, Turkish is a so-called free constituent order language, which implies
that the SOV order can change in a fairly free fashion (Kornfilt 1997: 91) de-
pending on information structure. Turkish is a pro-drop language and the mor-
phology on the verb indicates the person and number of the subject (Kornfilt
1997). Turkish is an agglutinative language, unlike Dutch, where every affix typ-
ically represents one feature in verb formation. There are important exceptions:
e.g., subject-verb agreement markers combine person and number features and
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nominalization markers combine nominalization and tense features.8

Table 3.2 sets out the Turkish verb paradigm in the present progressive.
The progressive marker –yor is followed by the person and number marker.
This paradigm has been chosen to illustrate subject-verb agreement in Turkish
since it is similar in function to the present tense paradigm of Dutch shown in
Table 3.1, the paradigm tested here (§6.3.2). Note that the personal pronouns
(in brackets) are usually omitted given the pro-drop character of the language.

Person Suffix uyu-mak (stem.inf) ‘to sleep’

1sg (ben) stem-yor-um uyuyorum ‘I sleep’

2sg (sen) stem-yor-sun uyuyorsun ‘You sleep’

3sg (o) stem-yor-∅ uyuyor ‘He/she sleeps’

1pl (biz) stem-yor-uz uyuyoruz ‘We sleep’

2pl (siz) stem-yor-sunuz uyuyorsunuz ‘You sleep’

3pl (onlar) stem-yor-lar uyuyorlar ‘They sleep’

Table 3.2: Paradigm of Turkish verb inflection in the present progressive exemplified
with the verb uyumak ‘to sleep’

As Table 3.2 indicates, the inflectional morphology of Turkish verbs is highly
transparent. Unlike Dutch, there is no syncretism in the Turkish paradigm: each
person, in the singular and plural, has a distinctive agreement morpheme.9 It
is the richness of the inflectional systems that distinguishes Turkish and Dutch.
The Dutch verb paradigm (Table 3.1) is clearly less rich since there are syn-
cretisms involving all three inflectional morphemes (–∅, –t and –en).

3.3 Acquisition

This section provides an overview of the relevant literature on impaired and
unimpaired L1 and L2 acquisition of the syntactic and morphological properties
of Dutch verb forms. The developmental properties of verb placement and
verb inflection of Dutch are discussed in typical child L1 acquisition (§3.3.1),
child L1-SLI acquisition (§3.3.2), typical child L2 acquisition (§3.3.3), adult L2
acquisition (§3.3.4) and child L2-SLI acquisition (§3.3.5). In addition, effects
of age of first L2 onset, the related effects of L2 input (i.e., length of exposure
to Dutch) and knowledge and transfer of a previous L1 are addressed as these
factors have also been shown to be relevant for acquisition (§2.3.2).

8The inflectional affixes on verbs mark (voice), negation, tense, aspect, modality and num-
ber+person usually in that order (Kornfilt 1997).

9There is one exception: When the subject is <human> and overtly present in the same
clause as the predicate, the expression of 3pl marking (–lar/-ler) is usually optional. In the
cases when (–lar/-ler) is absent, 3pl marking and 3sg marking become identical (Kornfilt
1997) allowing for some minimal syncretism.
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3.3.1 Child L1 acquisition

Verb placement

Acquisition of the V2 rule (§3.2.1) in typical L1 acquisition is mastered before
age three/four as confirmed by evidence from experimental speech data (Zuck-
erman 2001) and spontaneous speech data (e.g., De Haan and Tuinman 1988;
Van Kampen 1997).

The acquisition of Dutch finiteness (i.e., placement of the lexical verb in
V2 or fronted position) can be divided into three major stages before the child
produces target-like structures (e.g., Wijnen 1999; Blom 2003): (i) Infinitive
stage, (ii) Lexical-finite stage and (iii) Optional infinitive (OI) stage.10 The
exact age at which a certain stage begins or ends is dependent on a child’s
individual pace of development. In the infinitive stage, children combine an
infinitival verb with (at least) one other constituent (two- or three-word stage).
The infinitives are typically produced in final position (12a). In the lexical-finite
stage children produce inflected forms of only a limited number of verbs, mainly
modal auxiliaries and some (stative) lexical verbs (Jordens 1990). These verbs
are placed in the correct, second (or fronted) position of the sentence (12b). In
the subsequent OI stage, children produce both RIs and finite forms of the same
lexical verbs, reflecting optionality in the marking of finiteness on lexical verbs
(compare 12c and 12d).

(12) a. ik
I

zelf
myself

doen
do.inf

‘I want to do it myself.’ (Jasmijn 2;0)
b. Zit

Sits.fin
vuilniswagen
garbage-truck

in
in

‘There is a garbage truck in it.’ (Peter 2;07)
c. Peter

Peter
bal
ball

vangen
catch.inf

‘Peter catches the ball.’ (Peter 2;07)
d. Peter

Peter
vangt
catches.fin

bal
ball

‘Peter catches the ball.’ (Peter 2;07)
e. koe

Cow
gaat
goes

rijden
drive

‘Cow is driving.’ (Matthijs 2;04 same as in 6)
f. ik

I
doe
do

ook
also

verven
paint

‘I am also painting.’ (Niek 3;10 same as in 6)

Children between (approximately) the ages two and three also produce auxiliary
constructions as in (12e) and (12f) (e.g., Jordens 1990; Schlichting 1996; Wijnen

10As pointed out in §2.2.3, evidence for an optional infinitive stage has been found in
various languages (but see e.g., Croker et al. (2000) and Pine et al. (2004) for a different
interpretation).
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1999; Zuckerman 2001; Blom 2003). As already mentioned in §3.2.1, these
constructions are used differently in child speech and adult speech. Unlike
adults, children produce utterances like (12e) and (12f) with the same function
as the equivalent sentence with a single finite verb as in (12d). These dummy
auxiliaries add no meaning to the sentence in child speech. Why do children
produce these constructions if they are not productive in Standard Dutch?

According to Van Kampen (1997: 49), the appearance of dummy verbs (i.e.,
gaan and doen) in typical L1 Dutch is related to the acquisition of the V2
structure. As seen above, children prefer the underlying OV order at very early
age: lexical verbs stay in final position. Van Kampen (1997) has suggested
that children directly insert the dummy auxiliaries into the V2 position and,
hence, avoid movement of the finite lexical verb. The use of dummy auxiliaries
decreases when the V2 rule starts to be used for lexical finite verbs. Accordingly,
there should be a correlation between the use of dummy auxiliaries and V2.
Auxiliary forms should disappear once the V2 rule is established and should not
be produced in subordinate clauses (Van Kampen 1997).

In general, scholars agree that there is a gradual decrease of the dummy
auxiliaries constructions in (12e and 12f) with increasing age (up to the ages
three/four) (e.g., Jordens 1990; Schlichting 1996; Wijnen 1999; Zuckerman 2001;
Blom 2003; Hulk and Cornips 2005). Zuckerman (2001) used an experimental
setting to elicit verb forms in the two different clause order conditions. He
tested a group of younger (N=10; aged 3;0 to 3;11) and older (N=14; aged 4;8
to 5;0) Dutch-speaking children. His results are in line with Van Kampen’s
claims that there is a correlation between the use of dummy auxiliaries and
V2. More specifically, his results showed that the three year old children pro-
duce higher rates of dummy auxiliaries instead of finite lexical verbs (22.8%;
n=33/145) in V2 structures than the older ones (2.9%;n=6/210). The corpus
of Van Kampen (1997) consisting of spontaneous speech data of two Dutch-
speaking children contains only marginal numbers of embedded clauses. It is
therefore difficult to substantiate the assumption about a possible dissociation
of dummy auxiliaries in main and subordinate clauses. Zuckerman, however,
confirms the dissociation: only marginal numbers of these auxiliary forms were
produced in subordination (for the younger child group: 2.8%; n=4/141 and for
the older child group 0%; n=0/210). Zuckerman interprets these empirical facts
as evidence that high frequencies of dummy auxiliaries in early child Dutch are
the result of the role of Economy in language (Chomsky 1995), meaning that
children prefer cognitively less costly operations over more costly operations.
As discussed in 3.2.1, V2 is the result of verb movement of the finite verb to
second position in main clauses. Two syntactic operations are therefore involved
according to the minimalist framework: Move (i.e., movement of the verb) and
Merge (i.e. adjunction of the moved verb to the left side of the clause). Accord-
ing to Zuckerman’s analysis (2001), insertion of a dummy auxiliary in V2 only
requires Merge, but not Move. Consequently, using dummy auxiliaries requires
less cognitive effort and is therefore preferred in early child speech.
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Verb inflection

The child has to learn that a certain set of inflectional endings can be attached
to the verb stem in Dutch (see §3.2.2). According to Pinker and Prince (1988)
and Pinker (1991, 1998), regular inflectional morphology is computed by gram-
matical rule. The child should then be able, at a certain point in acquisition,
to compute the rule necessary for finite verb inflection. The underlying rules
for finite verb inflection quickly become productive as has been shown with
spontaneous speech data from two and three-year-old Dutch normally develop-
ing children (e.g., Bol and Kuiken 1988; De Haan 1996; Schlichting 1996; Van
Kampen 1997; Blom 2003). An experimental study testing the productive ac-
quisition of Dutch verb inflection in three-to-six year olds (N=46) (Polǐsenská
in preparation) confirms these findings since the majority of the tested children
performed target-like at the age of three.

During acquisition of verb inflection, Dutch children produce two types of
errors: they overgeneralize the singular markers –∅ and –t to plural contexts
(13a and 13b), they omit –t in 2sg and 3sg (13c and 13d) and substitute –t
in 1sg contexts (13e) (the examples are taken from Polǐsenská in preparation).
The same data set contained hardly any evidence for substitution of the finite
–en plural marker in finite singular contexts (14).

(13) a. *De
The

meisjes
girls

drink-∅
drink-sg

sap
juice

‘The girls drink juice.’ (girl 3;3)
b. *De

The
ouders
parents

drink-t
drink-sg

koffie
coffee

‘The parents drink coffee.’ (boy 3;5)
c. *Jij

2sg
drink-∅
drink-1sg

thee
tea

‘You drink tea.’ (boy 3;8)
d. *Hij drink-∅ thee

He drink-1sg tea
‘He drinks tea.’ (boy 3;5)

e. *Ik drink-t sap
I drink-2/3sg juice
‘I drink juice.’ (girl 4;3)

(14) a. *Ik
I

drink-en
drink-pl

koffie
coffee

‘I drink coffee.’
b. *Jij

2sg
drink-en
drink-pl

koffie
coffee

‘You drink coffee.’
c. *Het

The
meisje
girl

drink-en
drink-pl

sap
juice

‘The girl drinks juice.’
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We can conclude that there is a strong relationship between verb placement and
verb form in early child Dutch: non-finite verb forms are nearly always placed
in sentence final position whereas morphologically finite forms are either placed
in fronted or second sentence position in main clauses. In acquiring finiteness,
Dutch children go through stages where they produce RIs, dummy auxiliaries
and two types of inflectional errors. Do we find the same patterns in SLI and
L2 populations acquiring Dutch?

3.3.2 Child L1-SLI acquisition

In §2.2, it was argued that the acquisition of verb morphology is one of the core
problems in SLI. Consequently, difficulties are expected with verb inflection in
Dutch SLI. On the other hand, it will be shown that verb placement seems to
be relatively spared in Dutch SLI, suggesting a clear dissociation between both
domains, unlike in unimpaired child L1 acquisition.

Verb placement

Group comparisons showed that Dutch SLI children hardly ever seem to violate
the V2 rule (De Jong 1999). That is, they hardly use infinitival verb forms in
finite positions and vice versa. De Jong (1999) analyzed narratives in Dutch SLI
children aged six to nine (n=35, mean age: 7;8). The same strong contingency
between verb placement and verb form was found as in younger unimpaired
Dutch children (§3.3.1). That the placement rules are certainly acquired by
Dutch SLI children has also been shown by studies of Bastiaanse and Bol (2001)
(N=8; mean age 6;2) and Wexler et al. (2004) (N=20; aged 4;2 to 8;9), two
studies using a subset of the SLI data of the Bol and Kuiken Corpus (Bol
and Kuiken 1988). Here, SLI children studied from four years onwards showed
correct placement of finite and non-finite verbs. However, several scholars report
a prolonged use of RIs (De Jong 1999; Wexler et al. 2004) in (some of) the
Dutch SLI children compared to typical L1 acquisition in Dutch and infer that
the developmental stages in the acquisition of finiteness last longer in Dutch
SLI, leading to an extended optional infinitive stage (see §3.3.2). Wexler et al.
(2004) even question whether such Dutch SLI children will actually be able to
leave this stage.11

To date, systematic studies on the use and function of auxiliary constructions
in Dutch SLI have been limited. De Jong (1999) reported on the overuse of
auxiliary constructions as in (12e and 12f) in older SLI children (six-to-nine
years) and suggested that they avoid movement of the finite lexical verb. His
interpretation is in line with the proposal previously discussed for typical L1
acquisition in Dutch (Van Kampen 1997; Zuckerman 2001) since he assumes

11Problems with finiteness marking were also reported in German SLI (e.g., Clahsen 1989,
1992; Grimm and Weinert 1990), a language that has similar word order properties as Dutch.
Clahsen and colleagues claimed that the verb cannot move without adequate agreement mark-
ing. The extensive production of RIs would then be compatible with this claim.
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that the use of the auxiliary constructions marks an earlier stage in language
acquisition.

Verb inflection

Empirical evidence on the acquisition of Dutch verb inflection generally suggests
that L1-SLI children are delayed when compared to chronological age controls
and language-age controls. Errors in SLI children resemble those seen in much
younger unimpaired children. De Jong (1999) reports on three error types in
Dutch SLI: Omission of overt inflection (i.e., –∅) as in (15a and 15b), substitution
errors of the suffix –t as in (15c), and missing finiteness marking (i.e., RIs) as
in (15d) (The examples are taken from De Jong 1999: 68-70).

(15) a. *dan
then

ga-∅
go-1sg

mama
mother

nog
after+all

zwaaien
wave

‘Then mom is going to wave after all.’ (boy 6;5)
b. *toen

then
kom-∅
come-sg

papa
father

en
and

mama
mother

aan
part

‘then mom and dad arrive.’ (girl 7;5)
c. *dat

that
doe-t
does-sg

altijd
always

mijn
my

vader
father

en
and

moeder
mother

‘my father and mother always do that.’ (boy 6;11)
d. *eerst’t

first the
kleine
little

zusje
sister

in
in

bed
bed

springen
jump.inf

‘First does the little sister jump in the bed.’ (boy 6;5)

The error types in (15) resemble those seen in typical L1 acquisition at much
younger ages as shown in §3.3.1 suggesting a delay rather than a deficit due to
potentially missing linguistic resources in Dutch SLI. To my knowledge, there is
no evidence of error types as in (16) in Dutch SLI, where the finite –en plural
form is substituted for finite singular contexts.

(16) a. *Nu
Now

et-en
eat-pl

papa
Dad

koekjes
cookies

‘Now Dad is going to eat some cookies.’
b. *Cem

Cem
fiets-en
bike-pl

nu
now

naar
to

sportschool
gym

‘Cem is now biking to the gym.’

Occurrences of omission errors such as in (15a) and (15b) have also been found in
other studies on Dutch SLI (e.g., Bol and Kuiken 1988, 1990; Steenge 2006). Bol
and Kuiken (1988) collected a corpus of spontaneous speech data of four-to-eight
year old SLI children (N=18; mean age 5;11). Unfortunately, the produced verb
forms covered only a subset of inflectional contexts, so that it was not possible
to generalize over the paradigm and to carry out systematic error analyses.

In a more recent study, Steenge (2006) compared narrative speech data of
Dutch SLI children (N=24 aged seven and nine) to data of different L2 groups
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to be discussed in §3.3.5. Steenge’s (2006: 51) child L1-SLI data reflect the
error patterns illustrated in (15) with –∅ substitutions being the most frequent
error in the SLI groups (8.6% in the seven-year-olds; 4.0% in the nine-year-olds)
compared to the unimpaired child L1 groups (1.7% in the seven-year-olds; 0.4%
in the nine-year-olds). Substitutions of –t were produced to a smaller amount
in the SLI groups (3.6% in the seven-year-olds; 3.4% in the nine-year-olds). The
forms in (16) were not reported to occur.12

To sum up, the evidence suggests that omission (15a and 15b) in 3sg and
plural contexts is the most prominent error type in Dutch SLI, whereas results
differ as to substitution of the finite form (15c) and occurrences of RIs (15d). It
is likely that these differences are due to age differences in the children studied,
the elicitation procedure being conducted and, possibly, even the models used
for analyses in the different studies.

As already discussed in §2.2.1, many of the studies discussed report a hetero-
geneity in SLI and variation in individual children. For instance, Clahsen (1992:
9) refers to one child in his data that succeeded in acquiring the correct finite
verb paradigm of German by age four, whereas the other children still showed a
remarkable diversity in error types and error frequencies. De Jong (1999: 180)
reports on a nine-year-old SLI child who frequently produced RIs, something
normally seen in two-year-old unimpaired children. He also identified subsets of
SLI children who showed either a clear preference for the omission errors as in
(15a and 15b) or for particular error combinations, including omission as well
as producing RIs. The majority of children in De Jong’s (1999) study appeared
to produce mixed error patterns. Given that individual variation, we have to be
careful in generalizing about groups of SLI children. Although this study also
discusses group results, some comments will be made on individual patterns (see
§8.5).

3.3.3 Child L2 acquisition

The cross-linguistic literature on the acquisition of verb placement and verb
inflection (§2.3.2) indicates differences between child L1 and child L2 groups in
terms of error frequencies due to differing exposure to Dutch in the L2 children.
In an extensive study also involving L2 adult groups (§3.3.4), Blom (2008) cross-
sectionally compared a Turkish child L2 group (N=23; aged 4;8 to 8;0) and a
Moroccan child L2 group (N=33; aged 4;2 to 8;4) by conducting experimental
production tasks eliciting verb placement and verb inflection. The Moroccan

12Even though German has a somewhat richer present tense verb paradigm as Dutch, the
two inflectional systems are similar. Accordingly, it is worth considering some of the results
in German SLI. At first sight, German data provide a similar picture to that of SLI in Dutch.
Several studies examining subject-verb agreement in German-speaking SLI children (Clahsen
1989, 1992; Clahsen and Stoessel-Deschner 1993) also report on omissions and the use of RIs
irrespective of the person and number of the subject. Children’s age ranged from 3;2 to 9;6
in these studies, and data was either collected longitudinally or cross-sectionally. Unlike in
Dutch SLI, there are studies on German SLI (e.g., Clahsen 1991; Clahsen et al. 1997; Grimm
and Weinert 1990; Hamann et al. 1998) that report on error types as in (16) suggesting that
plural inflections are overgeneralized to singular contexts.
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children have either Moroccan-Arabic or Tarifit as their L1. Systematic exposure
to Dutch started around age four in all L2 children.

Verb placement

In both groups, verb placement was tested in (i) embedded clause order and
main clause order (ii) with and (iii) without subject-verb inversion. Nearly all
the children had acquired the Dutch verb placement rules irrespective of their
L1.13 Note that in Blom’s (2008, Blom p.c.) study even L2 children who were
tested at the ages four and five, that is with one to two years of exposure to
Dutch, already performed well on the verb placement task. The L2 children
seem to have passed through the L1 transfer stage since studies investigating
L2 acquisition (see §2.3.2) do report L1 transfer effects in verb placement during
the very initial stages. There were differences in accuracies in the three tested
word order conditions: accuracy rates in main clauses were higher (>90%) than
accuracy rates in inverted and embedded clause orders (around 80%).

Omission of finiteness marking (i.e., RIs) barely occurred in the two child L2
groups (<10%). As pointed out before, RIs reflect a very early stage in language
development. On the basis of the high accuracy scores in verb placement, it is
likely that these children have already passed that stage. That L2 children with
an L1 that does not have RIs pass through an OI stage in Dutch is suggested
in a study (Steenge 2006) on L2-SLI acquisition to be discussed in §3.3.5.

Experimental data (Blom and De Korte 2008) also confirmed that the rela-
tion between the uses of auxiliaries and V2 in L2 acquisition is the same as in L1
acquisition (see §3.3.1). The L2 participants tested were the same as the ones in
Blom (2008). All children had good knowledge of placement rules (see above),
and nearly all of the Turkish and Moroccan children used the auxiliary con-
structions in Dutch main clauses (with and without inversion), but marginally
in subordinate clauses that involve no movement of the finite verb. In addition,
there was a clear correlation with age: the number of auxiliaries was lower in
older children, resembling the developmental pattern of Dutch L1 acquisition
(e.g., Van Kampen 1997; Zuckerman 2001; Blom 2003). Individual analyses re-
vealed substantial variation, however, between the L2 children, something also
found in L1 acquisition.

Hulk and Cornips (2005) had obtained different results in an earlier study.
They replicated Zuckerman’s 2001 study in nine children acquiring Dutch aged
3;0-5;2. The children had various L1 backgrounds, i.e., Akan/Ewe (N=2),
Moroccan-Arabic/Berber (N=2), French (N=1), Russian-Sranan (N=1) and
Sranan (N=3). All the languages have no V2. Furthermore, the groups con-
sisted of 2L1 and L2 children and it is therefore likely that length of exposure to
Dutch differed between the children. With the exception of one child (who was
excluded from the counts given here), it was found that the L2 and 2L1 children

13As discussed in §3.2.3, the canonical order of Turkish is head-final (i.e., with the verb fol-
lowing its complement). Turkish does not have V2 and no subject-verb inversion. Moroccan-
Arabic and Tarifit are both head initial languages (i.e., the verb precedes its complement).
Inverted structures are allowed in the two latter languages but marked (Hoogland 1996).
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produced very few dummy auxiliaries constructions in both main clause (2.9%;
n=7/244) and embedded clauses (1.4%; n=4/281). They did not show the clear
asymmetry as seen in Blom and De Korte (2008). What is similar about the
two studies is the correlation with age: there is a decrease in dummy auxiliaries
with increasing age.14

Verb inflection

The acquisition of inflectional rules of the regular verb paradigm is similar to
L1 acquisition (e.g., Blom et al. 2007; Blom 2008). L2 children catch up quickly
with L1 children, even though they only started to learn Dutch around age four.
The L2 children tested in Blom et al. (2007) performed marginally worse than
the L1 peers, but they scored at around 90% accuracy after being exposed to
Dutch for three to four years. When L1 and L2 children are matched for length
of exposure, the younger L1 children and older L2 children appeared to perform
similarly (>94% accuracy). Experimental items with novel verbs confirmed
productivity of inflectional rules in the child L2 groups. All L2 children used
the same error types in verb inflection as the L1 controls, namely substitutions
of –∅ and –t. As in L1(-SLI) acquisition, substitution of the finite form –en in
singular contexts (see 16) was barely found.

In sum, Turkish, Morrocan-Arabic and Tarifit child L2 learners of Dutch
who have been exposed to Dutch around age four are as good in verb inflection
and verb placement as their L1 peers who have been exposed to Dutch for a
similar length of time.

3.3.4 Adult L2 acquisition

Cross-linguistic studies on verb placement and verb inflection with adult L2
learners have shown that they, overall, pattern qualitatively differently from
typical L1 and L2 children. These differences have generally been interpreted as
an effect of age and have been linked to the critical period hypothesis (§2.3.2).
In the large study on Dutch verb placement and verb inflection previously men-
tioned, Blom (2008) also compared four groups of adult L2 learners: a group
of less proficient Turkish adults (N=13; mean age: 30;7) and more proficient
Turkish adults (N=2; mean age: 28;5), a group of less proficient Moroccan
adults (N=10; mean age: 31;7) and a group of more proficient Moroccan adults
(N=10, mean age: 28;1).15 Language proficiency was determined on the basis
of the subtest ‘sentence repetition’ of the TAK (Verhoeven and Vermeer 2002).

14Hulk and Cornips (2005) report that one (French) child performed differently by produc-
ing very high frequencies of dummy auxiliaries in both order conditions (n=15/18 tokens in
embedded clauses and n=10/16 tokens in main clauses) (Hulk and Cornips 2005: 171). One
possible explanation, as argued by the authors, is L1 interference. Unlike Arabic, Berber and
Sranan, French allows for aux+infinitive constructions. More specifically, the French equiv-
alent to the Dutch construction (i.e., gaan ‘to go’+inf) is aller ‘to go’ +inf. It is difficult,
however, to draw firm conclusions on the basis of the results given the relatively small subject
numbers per language group and the general heterogeneity in the 2L1/L2 children.

15The Moroccan L2 learners have either Moroccan-Arabic or Tarifit as L1 background.
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Systematic exposure to Dutch started after puberty (>age 15). The two vari-
ables were tested in three word order conditions using a controlled elicitation
technique: main clause order with and without inversion and embedded clause
order.

Verb placement

The adult learners tested by Blom (2008) extensively overused the main clause
order without inversion (17a) suggesting that Dutch verb placement rules were
not mastered. Overuse occurred in embedded clause order (17b) and in inverted
order (17c) (the examples are taken from the data set (Blom p.c.)).

(17) a. De
The

man
man

leest
reads.fin

een
a

krant
newspaper

‘The man is reading a newspaper.’
b. *Dat

This
is
is

de
the

man
man,

die
who

leest
reads.fin

een
a

krant
newspaper

‘This is the man, who is reading a newspaper.’
c. *Daar

There
hij
he

leest
reads.fin

een
a

krant
newspaper

‘There he is reading a newspaper.’

Accuracy scores are low in both adult L2 groups in embedded (Turkish adult
L2: 58%; Moroccan adult L2: 26%) and in inverted clauses (Turkish adult L2:
18%; Moroccan adult L2: 11%) compared to the main clauses (Turkish adult
L2: 90%; Moroccan adult L2: 86%). Not surprisingly, more proficient adult
learners outperformed the less proficient learner groups. Individual analyses
revealed that only three of the 35 adult learners seem to have acquired Dutch
placement rules. As already pointed out in §2.3.2, the overuse of the main clause
order without inversion in late L2 learners is substantiated by other studies on
the acquisition of developmental sequences in German and Dutch word order
(e.g., Meisel et al. 1981; Clahsen and Muysken 1986). This finding has resulted
in the proposal that late L2 learners use an S(ubject)-V(erb)-O(bject) (or SVX
template irrespective of the L1 or tested word order conditions. This proposal is
related to the claim that clear effects of age are found in the (late) L2 acquisition
of grammar.

Another explanation for word order errors that has to be considered is L1
transfer. Blom’s (2008) results show that Turkish adults are more accurate than
the Moroccan adults with embedded clauses. That finding could be interpreted
in terms of L1 transfer. As pointed out in §3.2.3, Turkish is a language with an
underlying OV order and, hence, the overuse of that order might be the result
of L1 transfer. The fact that the majority of the Turkish adult L2 learners
had low proficiency in Dutch (see above) would support that assumption. The
Moroccan-Arabic and Tarifit L2 learners, on the other hand, perform relatively
well in V2 order without inversion. This is the word order of their L1 (Blom
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2008).16,17

Blom and De Korte (2008) investigated whether missing placement rules
(and thus overuse of the SVX template) can be related to the absence of dummy
auxiliaries in adult L2 speech. In their study, the same adult L2 data as in Blom
(2008) were analyzed. The data showed that, overall, adult L2 learners make no
use of these constructions irrespective of their L1 providing additional support
for the effects of age on L2 acquisition.

Verb inflection

Alongside verb placement, Blom (2008) also examined proficiency of verb inflec-
tion rules in the Turkish and Moroccan adult L2 learners. Firstly, data revealed
that most of the L2 adults lack the syntactic information to differentiate be-
tween finite and non-finite verb forms resulting in the substitution of –en in
finite positions as in (18); an error not so frequently seen in child language
acquisition (see §3.3.1 to §3.3.3).

(18) a. *Ik
I

drink-en
drink.pl

koffie
coffee

‘I drink coffee.’
b. *De

The
vrouw
woman

drink-en
drink.pl

koffie
coffee

‘the woman drinks coffee.’

Furthermore, adult L2 learners have difficulty with 2sg and 3sg forms that
require the –t suffix irrespective of their L1. Accuracy in items requiring –∅
(1sg) and –en (i.e., plural contexts) was higher. The influence of L1 phonology
might be one factor explaining that specific error in both adult L2 groups as
discussed by Blom (2008). Note, however, that the same error was not found in
the Turkish and Moroccan child L2 groups (see §3.3.3), and that both adult L2
group have (phonologically) very different L1s involving complex phonological
clusters (e.g., Kornfilt 1997 for Turkish, and Van Pel 2005 and McClelland 2008
for Morrocan Arabic and Tarifit). Interpretation of that error in terms of age
effects rather than L1 properties seems therefore to be more straightforward
(Blom 2008: 292).

Blom (2008) also points out that three L2 adults in her data set show rel-
atively high accuracy scores in verb placement (67%-100%) and verb inflection
(67%-89%) compared to the other adult L2 learners, performing at low accuracy
(<50%). This finding indicates a clear association between accuracies in verb
position and verb form. Interestingly, –en suffix was not used as a substitute in

16The observation of L1 transfer is in line with findings discussed in §2.3.2 showing that, in
the initial stages, L2 speakers with an underlying OV language as L1, such as Turkish, Korean
or Japanese, do start out with OV orders, whereas speakers of Moroccan-Arabic, Italian and
Spanish show initial use of the VO orders in L2 Dutch (e.g., Jansen et al. 1981) and L2 German
(e.g., Meisel et al. 1981; Vainikka and Young-Scholten 1994)

17See for a different interpretation: e.g., DuPlessis et al. (1987) and Tomaselli and Schwartz
(1990).
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finite position in the proficient L2 learners, just as in the L1 and L2 children.
This suggests that only these three L2 learners are able to use the syntactic
cue to distinguish between finite and nonfinite verb forms in Dutch (Blom et al.
2007; Blom 2008). More specifically, they have learned that a verb in V2 po-
sition is specified for tense and agreement. Most of the L2 learners in Blom’s
study were reported to have a low to moderate proficiency level in Dutch (see
above). This observation raises the question as to the extent L2 proficiency level
is accountable for the differences in error types found between adult and child
L2 learners. It could be argued that these errors just reflect an early develop-
mental stage. In order to control the factor of L2 proficiency, Blom et al. (2007)
and Blom (2008) compared groups of child L2 and adult L2 learners with the
same low to moderate levels of L2 proficiency. The results revealed that only
low and moderate proficient adult L2 learners substitute –en in finite position.
This can be taken as additional evidence that adult and child learners have a
different morphosyntactic specification of –en.

3.3.5 Child L2-SLI acquisition

The acquisition of Dutch has scarcely been researched in child L2-SLI learners.
In a first study, Steenge (2006) examined various linguistic aspects in Moroccan,
Turkish and Surinamese L2-SLI children acquiring Dutch. In a subset of these
children, she investigated verb morphology comparing L2-SLI children, L1-SLI
children and unimpaired L1 and L2 children aged seven and nine (N=12 per
age group). The L1 background of all L2 groups was Turkish and Moroccan-
Arabic/ Berber and first systematic exposure to Dutch started at around age
four. Data analyses took place on the bases of narrative speech using the Frog
story (Mayer 1969). Note that Steenge presents the collapsed results of the L2
groups without considering the L2 children’s L1 background.

Steenge did not analyze verb placement. In analyzing subject-verb agree-
ment, she differentiated between three types of errors that are relevant here: (i)
omission of agreement resulting in the verb stem, (ii) substitution of the plural
marker by singular inflection and (iii) production of RIs.18 First of all, analyses
revealed no increased difficulties in the child L2-SLI group, that is Steenge did
not find significantly higher error rates in the L2-SLI children compared to the
L1-SLI children and the unimpaired L2 children.

Clear effects of SLI were found in terms of the rates of omission errors as in
(15a). The SLI groups produced significantly more omissions in 3sg contexts
than their unimpaired child L1 and L2 peers (Steenge 2006: 51). This finding
corresponds to the results found in other studies on Dutch L1-SLI acquisition
(§3.3.2). The substitution rates of –t in plural contexts were significantly higher
in the SLI groups and L2 groups than in the corresponding unimpaired groups
and L1 groups. This outcome is in contrast to the results from Blom et al. (2007)
and Blom (2008) who found no significant difference in the use of substitution

18The grammaticality of the child responses were determined on the basis of the types of
grammatical errors, as described by Van den Dungen and Verbeek (1994).
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of –t between unimpaired L1 and L2 children. One possible explanation for this
divergence is a test effect as proposed by Blom (2008) who also reports that
children, irrespective of the L1 background, tend to substitute the 3sg –t in 3pl
contexts, but less often in 1pl. It is likely that children focused on only one of
the two agents in eliciting subject-verb agreement in 3pl subjects. For instance
by using the subject ouders ‘parents’, children either focussed on mother or
father. Hence, the use of the 3sg suffix –t would be the correct response. This
explanation might also account for the narrative data elicited by Steenge (2006).
There were no apparent differences across the child groups in the omission of
finiteness marking (i.e., use of RIs). This is an surprising outcome given that
RIs have been shown to be an SLI marker not only in Dutch SLI (§3.3.2), but
also in SLI in various other languages (§2.2.2).

Despite the fact that this study should be applauded for using the same
procedure to collect data from the various learner groups, it suffers from several
methodological problems. Firstly, it is difficult to interpret Steenge’s (2006)
results in terms of underlying representation of verb agreement rules since her
study does not allow for precise error analyses. She collected narrative data
based on the Frog Story and this context elicits only a subset of inflections:
in particular 3sg and 3pl contexts. A systematic elicitation procedure for all
forms would have provided more insight. Also, more detailed results on verb
placement would have provided a more complete picture on the acquisition of
finiteness. There was a considerable within-group variation in the data consid-
ering as shown by the high standard deviations especially in the child L2-SLI
groups (Steenge 2006: 51). A closer look at the different L1 groups would have
been useful to gain more insight into L2 factors in SLI. Differences in the L2
children’s exact input situation were also not considered. Furthermore, there
is also a lack of information on the L2 children’s L1 performance so that the
diagnosis of SLI in the L2 children is not clear.

3.4 Expected relationships between SLI and L2

In §2.4.3, two theories of SLI have been discussed that in different ways specify
the relationship between SLI and L2 acquisition: (i) SLI is caused by a deficit
in representation and (ii) SLI is caused by limitations in processing capacity.
They generate different hypotheses predicting differences in types of errors in
SLI and L2 acquisition, which are further expanded here in terms of cross-group
comparisons for verb placement and verb inflection (compare 19 and 20).

(19) On the basis of the representational deficit hypothesis:
The error types in verb placement and verb inflection produced in child
L1-SLI and child L2-SLI acquisition should be similar to those in adult
L2 acquisition, and different from typical child L1 and child L2 acqui-
sition.

(20) On the basis of the reduced intake hypothesis:
All child groups show a similar pattern of errors in verb placement and
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verb inflection, which is different from adult L2 acquisition.

The hypothesis in (19) is based on the assumption that morphosyntactic prob-
lems in SLI are caused by a lack of or deficit in one or more principles of UG.
Accordingly, children with SLI have to rely on other learning meachnisms such
as the declarative memory as proposed by Ullman and Pierpont (2005) (see
§2.2.3) to construct the target grammar. Adult L2 learners, too, are assumed
to rely on other learning mechanisms due to age dependencies as discussed in
§2.3.2. Similarities in error types in the two variables between SLI and adult L2
acquisition could therefore be expected. These should be different from typical
child acquisition.

According to the reduced intake hypothesis in (20), on the other hand, SLI
children should pattern like their unimpaired L1 and L2 peers. No differences in
error types as used in verb placement and verb inflection are thus expected. This
hypothesis is based on the assumption that the language difficulties underlying
SLI originate from limitations in general cognitive abilities rather than a deficit
that constrains access to UG. According to the hypothesis in (20), the SLI
children should, in principle, have access to the same linguistic resources as the
unimpaired children.

The empirical facts discussed in the previous sections showed that adult L2
learners (see §3.3.4) produce error types during development in verb placement
and verb inflection that are qualitatively different from impaired and unimpaired
child L1 acquisition making it possible to test the predictions in (19) and (20).
The differences in error types are illustrated in Table 3.3. The results to date
appear to be more in line with the hypothesis in (20). Little research has been
done yet in Dutch child L2-SLI acquisition on verb placement or verb inflection.

Group Error types

Verb placement Verb inflection

Child L1 daux and RIs –∅ and –t

Child L1-SLI daux and RIs –∅ and –t

Child L2 daux and RIs –∅ and –t

Child L2-SLI n\a –∅ and –t

Adult L2 SVX template –∅, –t and –en

Table 3.3: Error types in verb placement and finite verb inflection across learner
groups in Dutch (dummy auxiliaries are indicated as ‘daux’)

The hypotheses in (19) and (20) predict qualitative differences in error types,
but not differences in error frequencies. On the basis of the reduced intake hy-
pothesis, it is possible to formulate expectations with regard to the error quan-
tities across the child groups. Limitations in the ability to perceive and process
input are assumed to be considerable in SLI children compared to unimpaired
child groups. As a consequence, SLI children need more exposure to Dutch in
order to derive the inflectional rules, and hence are delayed. The child L2 groups
also have a different intake but for a different reason. It is mainly a consequence
of reduced exposure to the L2 (compared to L1 groups). Following this line of
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thinking, the effects of SLI and L2 can be made more explicit by systematically
comparing certain child groups as schematically shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Specifying ‘delay’ in SLI and L2 acquisition

If the L1-SLI children and L2-SLI children produce more errors in verb place-
ment (i.e., dummy auxiliaries and RIs) and verb inflection (i.e., –∅ and –t) than
their corresponding unimpaired L1 and L2 peers, then SLI effects can be deter-
mined (see 21). If the placement and inflectional errors in the child L2 groups
outnumber those in the corresponding child L1 groups, then L2 effects can be
determined (see 22).

(21) SLI effects:
a. The error rate in child L1-SLI > child L1
b. The error rate in child L2-SLI > child L2

(22) L2 effects:
a. The error rate in child L2 > child L1
b. The error rate in child L2-SLI > child L1-SLI

If both L2 and SLI effects are found, they may both play a role in L2-SLI
acquisition. Then a combined or cumulative effect should be found in the child
L2-SLI group leading to a ‘double delay’.19 The rates of errors should then
be substantially higher in that group compared to any other child group as
formulated in (23).

(23) The error rate in child L2-SLI > child L1-SLI, child L2 and child L1

The results from previous research from §3.3 indicated that the delaying effect
of SLI seems to be more severe than the delaying effect of L2. More specifically,
almost all L2 children with two-to-four years of Dutch exposure performed al-
most target-like in positioning and inflecting finite verbs, whereas inflectional
errors and/or absence of finiteness marking was still evident in (most of) the
SLI children. Note that the SLI children had been exposed to Dutch for a much
longer period (up to age nine).

One way of specifying the impact of one effect compared to the other is by
comparing a child L1-SLI group with a child L2 group. On the basis of evidence
from previous research, the SLI effect has a greater delaying effect than the L2
effect. The frequencies of verb placement errors and agreement errors should

19A cumulative effect is determined on the basis of effect sizes as shown in §5.3.5.
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therefore be higher in SLI children as formulated in (24).

(24) The relative impact of SLI and L2:
The error rate in child L1-SLI > child L2

Following the line of the reduced intake hypothesis (see 20), we thus expect that
the different child groups make the same error types and that the difference
found in positioning and inflecting the finite verb are quantitative rather than
qualitative in nature (see 21-24) due to reduced intake effects of SLI, on the
one hand, and the reduced input to Dutch in the child L2 groups, on the other
hand. Previous results suggest that the threshold – the critical mass that is
necessary to acquire rules for verb placement and verb inflection – is low: adult-
like performance is achieved after two-to-four years of exposure to Dutch in
typical child L1 and child L2 acquisition. At least some SLI children, on the
other hand, appear not to reach the threshold for both domains by the age of
eight/nine. It can thus be expected that the SLI effects will be greater than the
L2 effects.

Obviously, input plays a crucial role in testing the predictions in (21) to
(24). As has been pointed out in §2.3.2, there is a natural variation between
L2 children as to the length of exposure to Dutch input (depending on the age
of initial exposure to Dutch). This factor must therefore be considered in the
analysis.


